Basic Options
ONLINE COURSE

WHY SHOULD I PARTICIPATE?

Discover the power of leverage
This course teaches how to leverage your money to increase your profit potential.

Create monthly cash flow
Learn strategies that allow you to make a monthly income with stocks you already own.

Find profit potential in any market
Bull or bear, it doesn’t matter. This course shows you how options enable you to find profit potential in any market.

Improved probability
Learn how options can be understood as a probability of success, and how to trade in ways that enhance your ability to make satisfactory option trades.

Learn to use the best
Discover the possibilities of paperMoney®, a top-rated option trading platform that provides cutting-edge tools to make your trades.

WHAT WILL I LEARN?

→ Identify what an option is and why investors use options
→ Recognize the risks of option trading
→ Identify how to use calls, puts and spreads
→ Identify the influence of time value and intrinsic value on option prices
→ Initiate real-time option orders in a practice account
→ Identify the steps of five option strategies: long calls, long puts, covered calls, long and short vertical spreads

WHAT’S INCLUDED?

→ Full course curriculum
  • Option concepts
  • Long calls and puts
  • Covered calls
  • Straddles
  • Vertical spreads
  • Choosing your strategy
→ Video demonstrations
→ Lesson exams
→ Interactive examples
→ Online student communities

Questions? Call 1.800.393.5123 or go to www.investools.com

Trading securities can involve high risks and the loss of any funds invested.
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Options trading is generally more complex than stock trading and may not be suitable for some investors. Granting options and some other options strategies can result in the loss of more than the original amount invested. Before trading options a person should review the document Characteristics and Risks of Standardized Options, available from your broker or any exchange on which options are traded.
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